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ABSTRACT

We consider the multifractal properties of irreversible diffusion-limited aggregation

(DLA) from the point of view of the self-similarity of fluctuations in random multiplicative pro-

cesses. In particular we analyse the breakdown of multifractal behaviour and phase transition as-

sociated with the negative moments of the growth probabilities in DLA.
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1 Introduction

Diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) [1] has attracted considerable at-

tention since it has been found to reproduce a remarkably large number

of observed phenomena [2,3]. Despite many attempts [4-6] a satisfac-

tory understanding of the general growth processes, and of irreversible

DLA in particular, is still missing. There is essentially no theoretical

model based on the spatial coordinates of the aggregate particles for

describing the (computer generated) properties of DLA.

Initially, the theoretical approaches have been concerned with

mean-field arguments (see e.g. [4]) and real-space renormalization

group methods (see e.g. [6]), However, problems appear with the

role played by the (negative) moments of the probability fj that the

perimeter site i is the next to growth. In fact, in a series of recent

papers [7-11], extensive enumeration of DLA clusters in the square lat-

tices of size L x L have been carried out and it has been found that

the multifractal behaviour of DLA breaks down giving rise to a phase

transition of the first order with relatively small Pi.

Motivated by these recent findings, it is tempting to relate the

breakdown and phase transition of the broad (multifractal) spectrum

of DLA -associated with the negative moments of the growth proba-

bility P(- to the self-similarity of fluctuations in random multiplicative

processes. This is so because multifractal structures naturally emerge
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in such random multiplicative processes for what disorder fluctuations

are characterized by a multifractal spectrum r(q) whereas space fluc-

tuations do not display properties of self-similarity [11-15].

It is the purpose of this work to investigate this problem. We

shall made here a first attempt to determine the constraints needed

to describe analytically the novel features of DLA, through the non-

trivial behaviour of the multifractal moments, from the new point of

view of random multiplicative processes. We derive approximated ana-

lytical expressions for the thermodynamical potentials associated with

the negative moments of the 'response' function Rm[n) for a random

multiplicative process, and establish a possible connection with DLA

phenomena through the minimal growth probabilities P(min).

2 Formalism

The 'response' function Rm(n) ~ | ij)m | / | Vm+n I for a random mul-

tiplicative process, which relates the eigenvector {i>t \ -N < i < N}

satisfiying a 1-D discrete Schrodinger equation with random potential

V{ on site t [16], is proportional to

Rm{N) « e"lnr<m> , (1)

where F(m) is a local expansion function. According to Ref,[16], the

q-moments of this ,Rm(iV)-function should also present an exponential

behaviour. As a natural extension to this behaviour, let us consider

sss:

the following simple ansatz

where we introduce a second real function 7 together with the param-

eter A as discussed below.

For convenience let us assume that A is such that, for A = 0, Eq.(2)

satisfies the requirement of exponential behaviour and, for A = 1, it

gives an upper bound to the ^-moments of Rm{N). Therefore if we

make use of the well-known inequality

it is not difficult to realize then that, for A = 1, we have

where
M ,

rj±q = {J^ [f *(m)] }* . (5)

Here t? is a positive constant and M is the number of trajectories

mapped onto the unit interval for all possible realizations of the disor-

der after JV-iteractions in a random multiplicative process [16]. Thus,

our proposed upper bound for the (positive and negative) (j-moments

of tfce scalar function ftmfJV) as given in Eq.(4) requires a knowledge

of both t) > 0 (or, alternatively, {7™} via Eq.(5)) and M.

It is not unreasonable to assume that M —• 2^, hence h =

limjv^oo jj In M -* In 2. In this way, the generalized Lyapunov expo-

nents, L{q), which govern the average growth of the various moments



of ijm(n), then become

L(q) = lun)-l

< In cosk(q In IJ) . (6)

It follows inmediately that the disorder fluctuations in the randon mul-

tiplicative processes under consideration are characterized by the spec-

trum [14]

< -—~[q\ncosh(lat)) — Incosh{qIn
In 2

q — 1 . (7)

The Legendre transform of the 'analogous' free energy r(q) leads

to the related 'analogous' thermodynamical quantities: energy a, en-

tropy / and specific heat C as

^ , (8)

/(a) = qa-r(q) , (9)

(10)

Thus we have been able to derive approximated analytical expres-

sions for the thermodynamical potentials which, within our formalism

of random multiplicative processes, are related to the negative moments

of the 'response' function Rm.

3 Discussion

We shall discuss next on the possibility for a breakdown of multifrac-

tality and phase transition in random multiplicative processes and shall

attempt to make a connection with DLA phenomena through the min-

imal growth probabilities P(™n) for the perimeter sites of a diffusion-

limited aggregate. This can be done within our approach provided the

knowledge of (i) 7 (or, alternatively, {•?„,}) as well as of (it) M, the

total number of trajectories for all possible realizations of the disorder.

It is important to note that Eq.(4) has been obtained in a rather

heuristic basis, i.e. without any other argument than assuming a rela-

tion of the type of Eq.(2). However, in the light of results to be shown

in this section, we feel that this relation may actually correspond to

an acceptable upper bound for the 5-moments of the scalar function

Rm(N) for a random multiplicative process within the entire interval

(-00,00).

3.1 Muttifractality and Phase Transition

As mentioned in the introduction, random multiplicative processes

should present multifractal structure. A test for this is to see if the

function Dg, defined by the relation r(q) = (q — l)Dq [10], is constant

for positive moments [17,18]. If Dq is not constant, then r(q) must be
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a nonlinear function of q. In units of the Hausdorff dimension, we find

that

A) = 1 ,

Ai = 1 + -—flncos/iflnT?) - {In t})tanh(ln t})\ ,
In 2

In2
[lncos/i(ln?j) — In f;-t-1] . (11)

Our approach to these phenomena is displayed in Fig.l .

Concerning the existence of a phase transition, we display in Figs.2

and 3 the analogous free energy T{q) of Eq.(7) and energy a as a func-

tion of q in Eq.(8), respectively. From Fig.2 it can be seen that, on

increasing 77, there is a more rapid convergence of the analogous free

energy r(q) for q > 0 than within the region q < 0 in accord to the

multifractal structure of Dq shown in Fig.l . On the other hand, the

analogous energy a of Fig.3 exhibits sharp variations around q = 0

with a maximum energy that displays a stronger dependence on TJ for

q < 0 than for q > 0. This means that the actual position for a critical

inverse temperature, at which the multifractal formalism breaks down,

is here obtained at qe = 0.

To see more clearly the characteristic features of a phase transition

at qc we also examine the shape of the analogous specific heat C as

illustrated in Fig.4. In this figure a sharp peak at qc = 0, whose height

strongly depends on t/, can be easily visualized. Nicely, this finding is

also similar to the reported DLA results [7-9]. Furthermore, in Fig.5

we show a plot of the analogous entropy / against a. It is found that

the left-hand side of the analogous entropy-energy plots for different TJ

values converge more rapidly than the right-hand sides, which converge

poorly, in complete agreement with DLA results when rf is taken to be

related to the system size of simulations [7-8]. (Hereafter, we shall

write t)(L) to indicate this dependence).

3.2 Connection with DLA systems

In order to establish a possible link between our results and DLA phe-

nomena we shall give now some attention to the behaviour of the anal-

ogous maximun energy term amal, which displays a dependence on 17.

Note that for values of moments q < qc, the analogous free energy r(q)

is dominated by amufr;) which, in turn, varies with system size L.

In the examples considered to above the maximum and minimum

values of the analogous energy a can be estimated by taking both limits

q „» _oo a nd q —> 00 of Eq.(8), respectively. Thus we obtain

*mai — ^*V"

In I
(12)

and

as expected [18,19]. Therefore, the upper bound imposed here to the

random multiplicative processes allows for the existence of a critical

point qt above which the infinite hierarchy of phases (or multifractal



spectrum) can be found, but below which a single phase appears char-

acterized by the maximum energy <*„,<,,,..

In DLA this analogous maximum energy is given by the smallest

value of all the growth probabilities: a™,, = - infP^njJ/lnL [7].

Hence, by using Eq.(12), we expect P(™n) to satisfy

where

(14)

(15)

A glance into these equations indicates that for the particular case in

which IJ a i - > oo, we have — lnP(rall) ~ (inL)2 in accord with some

numerical simulations [8]. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to mention

that there is not yet a firm conclusion about the dependence of P(mtn)

on the size of the DLA clusters. At least three different dependencies

have been proposed in the literature (see e.g. [8,19,20]).

4 Conclusions

Our predictions resemble qualitatively many of the new intriguing re-

sults in DLA such as the breakdown of multifractal behaviour and

existence of a phase transition. To some extent, we have established

a possible mechanism for understanding these DLA phenomena from

the point of view of random multiplicative processes by imposing an

ad-hoc (upper-) limit to the self-similarity of fluctuations characterized

by r(q). Of course, by setting A = 1 in Eq.(2), what we present here is

a rather crude approximation for the exponential behaviour of the mo-

ments of Rmin) in the entire 9-interval, but -as we have shown- a great

deal of relevant information can be extracted from this approach. The

parameter 77 > 0, which depends on ~t(m) via Eq.(5), has been related

to the growth probabilites for DLA and system size by means of the

analogous maximum energy ctmax of Eq.(12).
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Plot of the multifractal dimension Dq va. q, with different

values of i/ showing a nonconatant behaviour.

Figure 2: Dependence of the analogous free energy T on q for different

values of r\ that illustrates the data collapse at q > 0.

Figure 3: Dependence of the analogous energy a on q displaying char-

acteristic features of a phase transition for different values of i).

Figure 4: Dependence of the analogous specific heat C on q displaying

characteristic features of a phase transition for different values of r).

Figure 5: Dependence of the analogous entropy / on the analogous

energy a. The left part shows better convergence than the right part,

which is poorly convergent for different values of t).
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